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                    Abstract 

   In a game each player holds a strategy based upon the actions 

that he can actually take. The quality and the quantity of the fea

sible actions are determined by his ability or power in the game. 

Generally every player has no information on the others' powers, so it 

is one of the most important problems for them to know the powers. 

We treat such unknown games, played periodically, from the view

point of information theory. We discuss both noncooperative and 
cooperative games and prove some sufficient conditions under which 

a player can get the full information on the other players' powers 

from sequential observations on the states. In two person games we 

show also optimal strategies with respect to the information.

   1. Introduction. 

   The main problems of the game theory established by von Neumann and Morgen

stern [9] are to find some solutions for the competitions of players' interests, and to 

show optimal strategies for the solutions. In the theory it is generally assumed that 

every player knows the game structure such as the sets of all feasible actions of the 

players and the payoff system according to the actions. However, the assumptions are 
not always satisfied in practical games. In complex games the skill and the experiences 

determine principally the issues of the games. For example, the skill and the experience 

in chess or `go' provide the set of the feasible actions, and those in athletic games provide 

the force of every feasible action, which affects the payoff derived from the actions. 

Such abilities of a player are not usually known to the other players, thus the game 
structures are not always clear to the players. If the structure is unknown, each player 

must play cauciously not to suffer a serious loss and should make a point of getting 

the information on the others. Therefore in the present paper we discuss the unknown 

games, treat the information as the principle subject, and study how much information 
the players can gain. 

   We may mention that the powers and the strategies of the players decides the 

issues of the games. The strategy is the way to choose actions, which effects the issue 

directly. The power is practical abilities to play the game such as forces, proficiencies
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and feasibilities of actions, that is, the power shows the qualities and the quantities of 
the actions, and the powers provide the game structure. Thus the player, who wants 

to map out an optimal strategy, should make efforts to get the information on the 

others' powers as much and as soon as possible. We suppose, of course, every player 

knows his own power exactly. The more a player gets the information, the more he 

gains advantages over the others. We show an example of twoperson zero sum 

game. The players are denoted by P-1 and P-2, whose action spaces are A and B 
respectively. Let r(a, b), a E A, bEB,  be a payoff function, the value of which is paid 

to P-1 by P-2. If P-i gets the information that the feasible actions of P-2 are 

restricted to a subset B' of B, he can expect more reward according to the following 

inequality ; 

                      max min r(a, b')>max min r(a, b) 
                     aEA b' EB'aEA bEB 

If the payoff depends on the proficiency in the actions and each player does not know 

the one of the opponent, he will not able to estimate the value of r(a, b). Thus if a 

player gets enough information on the opponent's proficiency, he can choose more 
effective actions. 

   On the other hand the information on the strategies is also valuable, because it 

brings every player great benefit to know the ways that the others choose their actions. 

Since a strategy of each player is determined according to his power, it is impossible 
to estimate the other's strategy without sufficient information on the power . Even if 
the information on the powers is obtained enough, it is very hard to estimate the stra

tegy, since the way to choose actions is very variable because of its dependency on 

time, the past states, the past rewards and so on. Therefore we treat only the infor

mation on the powers, which we call simply the information from now on. If a player 
obtains the information enough and knows the game structure, he can take an optimal 

strategy by means of the general game theory. Therefore, if the structure is not 

known and the game is played periodically, every player should treat it as the main 

subject to get the information as much as possible. We call such games the informa

tion games and study the amounts of information that players can obtain from sequential 

observations of actions, states and payoffs throughout all time. 

   We consider the information games as follows (see Fig. 1). In nperson games each 

player is called player i and is denoted P-i. The power of each player is determined by 
some random system and is classified among finite grades G= {g1, • • • , gm} according 
to its quality and quantity. Every player does not know any other player's grade . A 
feasible action space of a player is determined according to his grade and is also not 

known to the others, so observed actions contain some information on the grades. 

Every player determine his strategy before the game begins. In the present paper we 

treat only simple strategies which are sequences of actions and are independent of 
history. At each time players' actions bring them some results such as rewards and 

states, called briefly states from now on. The states do not depend only on the actions 

but on the grades of powers. Thus the players observe the actions and the states , and 
obtain information on the grades. The main subject in this paper is to study how much
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amounts of information players can get from sequential observation of the actions and 

states through all time. We discuss the subject, applying the results of  Renyi [11], 

[12], which treat the testing hypothesis theory and give some conditions under which 
the full information on a parameter can be obtained from sequential observations. Kai 

and Kano [4] studied the subject in special games such that the power grades strictly 

determine the strategies, that is, the grades are essentially equivalent to the strategies. 
In this paper we treat generalized games and study relation between the information 

and the strategies. 

   In section 2 we discuss noncooperative 2person information games, where we give 

some sufficient conditions under which the full information on the grades can be 

obtained. At 2.2 we treat the cases that the states' sequences are Markov processes, 

at 2.3 and 2.4 study the cases that states' sequences are independent. At 2.4 we also 
show optimal strategies when the states are normally distributed. In section 3 we study 

nperson games, where we define the cooperation with respect to the information and 
show sufficient conditions under which the full information can be obtained by each of 

a cooperative group.

Actions 

Force = Power -> Strategy 

Proficiency 

             (play) 

~y  
               Actions 

           States (Payoffs) 

(observation) 

               Information 

           Fig. 1. Game system.

   2. 2person information games. 

   2.1. Introduction and essential theorems. 

   2person information games are defined as follows. Let G= {g1, • • • , gm} , (1�m<001 

be the set of all grades of powers. We suppose that the power of each player is 

determined by some random system, and let P= { pi, • • • , pm} be a probability on G such 

that P({g1} )=P (>_0) and pz=1. Let el and 02 be parameters on G which show 
                                          i=1
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the grades of  P-1's power and P-2's power respectively , that is, P(81=gi)=P(82=gi) 
=pi . Let Ai be the set of all feasible actions of a player whose grade is gi . A player 
being in grade gi employs a strategy which is a sequence of actions 5f=(5i1, ••• , oit, •••) 
such that oit E Ai for all t=1, 2, We denote his grand strategy by the m-tuple of 
strategies 6=(51i ••• , 5.), by which he takes Oi if his grade is gi . Let S be the state 
space, assumed to be a Borel subset of a finite dimensional Euclidean space. Let et= 
(so, • • • , st), St+1 be the sequence of states up to time t, and let OP) =(Ui1, • • • , oit) be 
the first t actions of 5i. For a Borel subset Q, let T(Q) be a a-field of Borel subsets 
of Q. 

   Throughout this section we assume that for every grade gi of P-i and g; of P-2 : 
Al. The initial state so is given by a probability measure 0{,'(•) on T(S), assumed 

absolutely continuous, whose density is denoted by Q (so) ; 
   A2. When of and a•; were employed, et_1 occured, oit and aft are taken , there 

exists a conditional probability Q},'(. ; t-11 O2t), c;t') on T(S), i. e. for every BET(S) 

                Pr {st E B I s~t-1, Or", oit, 6,t-1), 6;t, Oi=gi, 82=g;} 

                     ct~ct~ct));                     —Qij(B,~t -1,~i,6;, 

   A3. For every t>_ 1, i, j, 3 t' orandt-1,z ,7;Q~)(••oit',a jt)) is absolutely          7t-1, 

continuous and let gi;'(st l t_1, }t), 6;t)) be its density. 
   Let 1 )(. ; o~t', it)) be a probability on T(St+') derived from C,'(•) and {Qn. ; 

                                                    t e;,_1, d , 6j` ); v=1, ••• , t}, i. e. for every Tj B, T(St+l) 
v=0 

                                                   (~            ~i;'(IIB .,;ai,a';))= B0c3i;(s0)ds0Jqi;(sil~e, of, a)ds1 

(t) r °(Z) (t) 

                                   Btqi;(stl~t-1,ai,a•;)dst. 

Thus C1(• ; ort', ay)) is absolutely continuous and has a density 0;'(et ; ;t)) such 
that 

1~t>~~t~~~(o~w~ O~i;(et ;~i6t                          ;)=0i;(so)IIqi;(svIsv -1,o}~~~a.w>) a. s. 
                                                                        v=1 

We suppose that both the players know all these systems . 
   Now we discuss the information about the grades of the players powers obtained 

from St. When Oi=gi and 02=g;, every player knows his own grade and up to time 
t observes V), ay) and et, but he does not know the opponent's grade . To avoid 
complexity, we discuss the information from the side of P-1. Under each condition 
that O1=gi, e2=g;, 5i and a•; are employed, the expected information on 02 that P-1 

can get from et is defined by 

(2) I}t'(oi, o j)=H(02)—Eoia;[H(02 101, t) 101=gi, e2—g71 

where H(02) is the entropy of 02 defined by Shannon's formula 

H(02)=7 —pi log pi, 
=1
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 H(021  01it) is the conditional entropy of 02 when 01 is known and st is observed, i.e. 

(3)H(02101, t)= —Pr(e2=gk I e1, st)•log Pr(e2=gk 1 el, et), 
k=1 

and Eoi,j[H(0210i, st)! el=gi, e2=gj] means the conditional expectation on the pro
bability space (St-1 T(S1+1), 03)(• ; O~t), ay))) with respect to 01=gi and 02=g3, i.e. 

(4) E5,, j[H(02 1 0l, et) 101=gi, 02=g-j] 

          C+1 {k~—Pr(02=gk 101, et) log Pr(02—gk 1 01, et)} •Qij)(St ; dt), ajt))de t• 

Since a player in a grade gi can not take any action except the elements of Ai, one 
can define with no contradiction that 

¢kt)(t ; cr;t))=0 for all E St+1, 

if o,t) Ak or 6;" Therefore 6,t' contains some information on 02. When 01=gi, 

VZt) and of are given, according to the Bayes' theorem and the theorems on conditional 

probability, we have from our assumptions that 

(5)Pr(02=gk I el,St)=Pr(02=gk 1 el=gi, et) 
                   -ht~t)~t)                      ykcbikt)(t,~i,6J)  

E ptcb,T.(5t ; 5)t), aT)) 

Therefore, when the grand strategies o=(&, ••• , om) and 0-=(61, ••• , um) are employed, 

P-1 can expect the following amount of information on 02; 

(6) I{t)(o, 0)=Ep[IIt)(oi, ai)] 

                  =H(02)—E;CH(02Iel=st)I e1=gi, 

It is easy to know that I1t'(0, a) is nondecreasing for t=1, 2, ••• and I1t'(0, a)<H(02). 

Thus lim I{t (o, a)=1.1-'0, a) alwayes exists. If I{°°'(o, a)=H(02), we say that P-1 
t— 

obtains the full information on 02 from the sequential observations {;t1, t=1, 2, • • • . 

   We note a lemma of Renyi [il]. 

   LEMMA 1. There exists a universal constant C>0 such that for any sequence a1, a2f••• 

am of positive numbers forming a probability distribution (i. e. al -H ••• Tam=1) we have 

                              m 

                                 a 1 log a 1Ci'v/a i. 
             1=11=2 

   Applying this lemma, we prove the following result. 

   LEMMA 2. There exists a constant C such that for every 5, a, i and 

Ed1 j[H(e2 101, et) i 0i=gi, B2=gj] 

                                                                           1\2                   1k((1)(0a(t)(t))}                GC ~l
lp~it)j(t ,i,6t)))(e                                         jy'ikt ,~i,6JId~t• k~j St+1j
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   PROOF. By Lemma 1 and (3), there exists a constant  C>0  such that for any 1�_ 

j�m 

H(02101, 't)—.-C E -^P(62=gk 1 01, et). 
                                               kj 

Then from (4) and (5) it follows that 

Eoio j[H(021 e1, et) 10i=gi, 02=gj~ 

                            ¢((((t,                      pkikt)(t ;~i,an) "(t)(t)           CCf
h(t)(t)(t)ijdicJ)d~t               kxjst+1~pl¢il(~t~i6J) 

L 

            CC E C pk¢ik)( t ; t/it), ait))  11/2¢(t)(5t,(t),jt))d 
               JJt+1 SS(t)(                  k~Spj¢ijt6t) IJ 

                 SIpk CJ,(t}((t)t))(t)(~(t)(t)} 1(2)              =C
k~jSt+1/,j¢(t(t ;~i,a(¢ik\et , of,Qjd t. 

   THEOREM 1. If 5 and o are employed and for every i, j, and k= j 

llm {¢ij)(et ,~(t),Qjt))¢1k)( t ; 5.V),6jt))(1/2d1=0, 
   tSt+11 

then P-1 obtains the full information on 02, i. e. I~°°)(~S, a)=H(02). 
   PROOF. By Lemma 2 it follows that for every t>_1 

YipjEoio j[H( 2 1 01, et) 101=gi, 62=gA 

           <C EE E .Pi'VpjP k1¢i~'t;V,6)t))¢ik'( t ; Vtit), a(t))I1/2(let. 
     i jksjSt+1lJt 

Then from (6) it implies the theorem.

   2.2. Sufficient conditions under which the full information is obtained in the 
        case of Markov statevariables. 

   We suppose that the states' sequence {st; t=1, 2, •-} is a Markov process, that is, 
for every i, j, t, a t E A, bt E A and st_1 E S there exists a conditional probability U.;52 

(• ; st, at, bt) on S(S) such that for every B ET(S), o t-1) E Al-1' 6,t-1) E A;-' and et-2 

        Q(t)((((t-1)tt,T(t)/                 ijAB I ~t-2, St-1, ~t-1)i, at, O'j,t/t)=7UijA5t~B ; St-1, at, bt). 

We denote the density of Ug)(• ; st-1, oit, a11) by u;)(st ; st_i, ait, ajt), then the density 

   SSt 

0.;)l(t;5t),c5t)) of Cti)(• ;5t), ajt)) is a. s. equal to¢ij1 (s0)fluij)(sv; Sv 1, 5is., c1,). De                                                                                                       v=1 

noting for each t�1 

2ijk(dit,ujt)=sup~luij)(s1; St-i,~tit,6jt)uik)(st; St-1,otit,c15)}1`2dst, 
st_1S 

we have the next result from Theorem 1.
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   THOREM 2. If  6 and a are employed and for every i, j and  k#  j 

limll jk(5iv, Qjv)=0, 
t-. v=1 

then P-1 obtains the full information on 02. 

   PROOF. Since•(~t'a~t)0so77c"'(dov)a. s.it follows that                  ¢ij(~t,~,.9)—¢')()11uijSv ,Sv-1,iv,js., 
                                                                            v=1 

         J st+l {¢i;'(-t ; vi`', Q;")¢ik'( t ; V i", Qit')} 112d$2 

      ~t7'SSS                    ¢j'(so)11{uij'(s,s—„Viv,6jv)uik(s ; s-1,viv,Qjv)} 1'2dt 
            st+1 v=1 

       t 
S 5211                 t ~ijk(viv, Qjv)• 

                           v=1 

Thus by Theorem 1 P-1 gets the full information on 02. 
   We say that the Markov process is stationary if for every a, b, s, s' and t, ui;'(s' ; 

s, a, b)=ui;'(s' ; s, a, b) a. s. 
   COROLLARY.If the states' sequence is a stationary Markov process and for every 

i, j, k�j 

                          sup 231(a, b)<1, 
aEAibEA; 

then, employing any strategy, P-1 can get the full information on 02. 
   PROOF. By the assumption, for every 3, a and t 

22;k(5it, 6;t)� sup 23k(a, b) 
aEAibEB; 

<1, 

then the result is derived by the theorem.

   2.3. Sufficient conditions under which the full information is obtained in the 
        case of independent statevariables. 

   We suppose that the states' sequence is independent, that is, for every i, j, t, a E Ai 

and b E A; there exists a probability V(. ; a, b) on T(S) such that for every BET(S), 
                                                                                 d}t-1, 6;t-1> and ,t-1 

                   Qct~B•57(t-1),aajt-1)b)=V~t>(B :b).aij(;,J,3, 

Denoting the density of VW (. ; a, b) by f 2;'(st ; a, b), one has 

             03)(tt                     ct~ct>co~77--~{cv~   ;~i,o)=¢ij(so)11Jij(Sv ; ót,, Grp)) a. s. 
v=1 

Then we have the following result immediately from Theorem 1.
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   THEOREM 3. If  o and a are employed and for every i, j and k # j 

limf if 6jv)Jik(Sv, oiv, 6j;,)}"2dsv=O, 

                  

t v=1 S 

then P-1 obtains the full information on 02. 
   We show an application of this theorem. 

   EXPMPLE 1. Let S=R2, Aic[0, 09) for every i, and f ;'(st ; au, up) be a density of 

a 2dimensional normal distribution, defined as follows ; 

(7)J j)(xt, yt; aft) 

               1[1------(x2-aij)2 
                 27'5itax./1p7--exp—2(1—pi){571 

                 —2pt(xt~i~Qjt—~~')-i(yt~')2 
Let a(t)ijk=a2JS-a~k---and ,3(t)ijk= pij We suppose that pt is independent of 

vitajt 

Oit and up. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let o and a be strategies of P-1 and P-2 respectively. If for 

every i, j and k j 

E 1_p2 {a(t)jk2ptIX(t)ijkP(t)ijk+$(t)ijk}=•0, 

then P-1 obtain the full information on 02. 

                  IXij+IXik/3ij+i3ikIt follows    PROOF. Let aijk=2and bijk=2 

                  {ft;(xt, yt; ott,6jt)fik(xt, yt; sit, ajt)} 1/2 dxt dyt 
                       R2 

             1 1  j (xt—aijk)2 
              27-coit6;t ^1— ptexp [— 2(1— p7) 

                       (xt—aijk)(yt—bijk) (yt—bijk)2           —29t— 
o~tajt6't------ 

+-4 a(t)jk—r—jpta(t)ijk R(t)ijk+ 4 jJ(t)Tjk}]dxt dyt 

=exp[— 8(11pD{a(t)7jk2pta(t)ijkp(t)ijki3(t)ijk} J. 
Hence 

                         77t--~~{                 11{ft(xv,yv;oiv,6jv)J)(xv, 6jv)} 2/2dxvdyv                      v=1 R2 

         r
1— p 8tl             =exp5—2 (a(v)ijk2pva(v)ijk3(v)ijk+~(v)ijk)I,           lv=1y
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and we have the result by Theorem 2. 

   REMARKS. Concerning the information on  01 which may be obtained by P-2 we 

can prove the same results that we have shown with respect to the information on 02 

that P-1 can get. Defining the information that P-2 gets about Oi by 

(8).flt)(d, a) 

=H(61)—EE pip1Ea iaj[I1(01IO2, t)I B1=gi, B2—gjl, 

j one has : 
   THEOREM 1'. If 5 and a are employed and for every i, j and k # i 

                        f(5 ,n(t)~)J,(t.SS(t)(t) limWt,)(t ,aJ)Y'kJ(~t ,vi,aJ)}1/2dSt-0, 
st+I 

then P-2 obtains the full information on 01. 

   Both in independent case and in Markovian case we can show the same conditions 

under which P-2 obtains the full information on 02.

   2.4. Optimal strategies when statevariables are independent and normally 

        distributed. 

   In the previous subsections we discussed the sufficient conditions under which a 

player can get the full information on the opponen's grade. However, every player 
should take account of both the information he gets and the information obtained by 
his opponent. Thus the object of P-1 in the game is to maximize the following quantity 

as soon as possible : 

(9)I")(o, a)=11t)(5, a)—Izt)(o, a). 

Conversely P-2 wants to minimize the value of I")(5, a) as soon as he can. For each 

time t the system can be seen as a 2person zero sum game, where the sets {o'=t)=(ait), 
• • • , og))} and {a(t)=(ait), • • • , a; ))1 are action spaces of P-1 and P-2 respectively. 
Hence, for example, it every action space Ai is finite, there exists the game value and 

exist optimal mixed strategies for both the players. Our problem in the present paper 

is to study optimal strategies through all time. We define d* and a* to be optimal 

strategies for P-1 and P-2 respectively ; if 

(10)sup inf I ~°°)(C , a)=inf sup I(°°)(o, a) 
o aa a 

                                   =inf I(°°)(o*, a) 

                                      =sup I`°°'(o , a*), 

a where I(°°)(o, a)=lim I(t)(o, a). 

   We suppose the states' sequence is independent, S=R2, Ai is a subset of [0, 2,0) for 

every i, and the probability density of s t = (x t, y t) is given by 

(11)fi.ti'(xt, yt ; oit, ajt)
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 _  1_ 1 (xt—ui)2                  275ita'jt.N 1-pieXp[ 2(1—pi) t 57t 
—Zpt–(xt— ut)(y

'ttvj)+ (yt~v>)2                              ,_. }] 
   LEMMA IA 3. If cov(xt, yt)               f pt=is independent of Oit and ajt, then IMO, a) is in 

dependent of 5. 

   PROOF. For every i anf j 

j[H(e21 OD et) 10i=gi, B2=gj] 

    =fp /kcbak'(et ;~a",act)) E ptcai)( t ;SSO t),jl ))SS       R2`~k Eploat'(et , 5v),6j")logtp kciak'(t}' 0aj'( t ,Va`', Qj`')d t, 
where 

           (t)(t)((~)(L)               COit(t:5i, at),)=cit(xo, yo) IIfi?(xL,yv; S 1., 

From (11), letting xv  xv—ui  for every v, we see Eoia,CH(02I 01, c) I e1=gi, e2=gj] is O
iv 

independent of 5. 
   If a grand strategy does not depend on powers' grades, i. e. S i = • • • _ 5m, or a1= 

= am, we call it " an identical strategy" . 
   THEOREM 4. Let us suppose that for every t, 5 and a, pt is independent of Sit and 

6)t. Then for identical strategies 5 and 5' such as ~~tCdit for all t_>1, we have 

I"t'(S, 6)<I(t)(S', a). 

   PROOF. From the assumption and Lemma 3, Ilt)(5, a) is independent of S. Thus 
we treat only It)(5, a). Denote 5o=S . Since 5i ••• _5m, we have 

E ptEaio.CH(ei 102, t) I ei=gi, 01=g,] 

~t) 5,t), y)ptybi?'(t ; 5T, ay))            pzR2(t+1)kE plij'(et , 5V),6j`)) log tp k¢kj'(-t ; S , 6T') } 
                   (t)/~                   oat),(t))                      t/0, 6,d5t 

 pk~kjr(t)(c~,5(t), 0T))) 
  R2Ct+1)}                  }Jlp k¢j'(5 t , ~o`',6j") logy kE pl~ij)($t ; 5V ), or)dqt• 

      xL_ui _ Putting x,=and y v—yL—afor every v, 1 <__ v <_ t, we get u
ovo.;„ 

EpiEdiq jCHA i 02, $t)1 el=gi, e2=gJl 

1
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              =pkj(xo, Y0)dxodyo 
                  R22k07r~/1—po 

       t —1             •.)R2texp{------------2(x~2pvxvyv+y~)}                 v=~2(102) 

            •log{~ plIIexpul—uk2(xv—ul—uk —pLy)}  pkv=ia0v(1—pv)l—(1 

Denoting the last integral on R2t by  Fk;)  (a0, o;), we get for every n, 1 < n <t, 

                 (t.)()               F'k,a0,6  
aa0n 

                         t  

 eXp{2(1-1—p2) (xL-2p,X yy). R2t v=1v 

            {•zpl(ul—uk) (741—ukl                 pk(1—pv)aon \ a0n—xv+p,y,) 
ul—uk (ul—k              •

=exp60,(1—p,2 ,)250,                                              u250,; 

          pttpu—uk
)-------------(ut----------—uk pkv-iexaov(1—pvxv250, pvyv)d t 

          _ ----(1 {Epicai)(n) -1 
a0nJR2t1p~(~lk—xnpnyn) 

                     —1                (v)(v)             • TI exp
2(1—p2)((ry—ca)—2pvyv(xL—clk)+~'v)                            v=1 

(v)(v) 

l E pl expClk \x—Clk)d^               lv=11—p,!,\\v2pLyv,t, 

where clk) =u`u k . Then it follows 
 uo 

                    ~t.)(               F ~~ao,6;) 
                 aa0n 

                                   ) 

             aon JR2ttplClk 

t             

• H exp{ 2(1— pv)((x,—ca))02,ovy,;(x,—cik))+yv)}                                v=~ 

•{plClk) t°'1e) (Clk))} 

             

1 ---pnlIexp1—pvzv—2—p~'v 

                    (v>(v) 

/{P1IIexp Clk (xv— c2—pvyv)} ds1 l v=~pL \ 

>_ 0.
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Hence for every j and 1 <_ n <_ t 

         SaJJLT/!1__rr                aa pnl~Eopa;[ll(61102,t) 161—gi, 62=b1J}>0 O. 

Thus from (6) 

---- I("(5, a)>0 aa
pn 

for all 1�n-�t,  which implies the theorem. 
   THEOREM 5. Let us suppose that Ai=•••=A,n=[a, iS1C[0, Do) and both the players 

take only identical strategies. If for every t, ai and ai, pt is independent of Ott and 0';t, 
then a strategy ao=(ao, •••, ao), ój3 for all t>_1, is optimal for both the players. 

   PROOF. By Lemma 3 and Theorem 4, for any identical strategies a and a we have 

Ict,(a, ao)<Ict)(ao, ao)Clct'(ao, a) for all t. 

Thus, since for every a and a., Ict'(a, a) converges to I(-)(j, a), we hold 

I`"'(a, a )CI(")(a , a) , 

which implies the theorem.

   3. nperson information games. 

   3.1. Definition. 
   We define nperson information games which are extension of 2person informa

tion games. Let N= {1, • • •, n} be the set of players, G-={2-1,  , g m} be the set of grades 
with respect to the powers, P=(p1i •••, pm) be a probability on G such that P(gi)=pi 
and E pi=1, S be the state space which is assumed to be Borel subset of a finite di

mensional Euclidean space, and Ai, (i=1, • • •, m) be the set of all feasible actions of a 

player being in grade g •. Let B t, (1=1, • • •, n) be a parameter on G which shows the 
grade of the l-th player P-1. A stretegy of P-1 being in grade gi is a sequence of 
actions oi(1)=(ai(1)1i oi(02i •••, 50)1, •••), where ai(l)1 is an element of Ai for all t. 
Let alt'(l)=(5i(1)1i •••, ot(l)t) be the first t subsequence of ai(l) and let o(l)=(51(l), •••, 
om(l)) be a grand strategy of P—l. Let git, (1=1, •••, n) be a grade of P—l's power 
and denote m-tuple of their strategies by 5(i1i •••, in)=(a~1(1), •••, ain(n)) and denote 
act;(i, ••, in)=(5 (l), • •, a}n(n)). Let st=(sp, •••, st) St +1 be states' sequence up to 
time t. 

   We suppose ; when players' grade are gi1, • • •, gin, a w(i1i • • •in) are employed and st 
is observed, a state st at time t is determined a conditional probability in(• ; act) 

(ii, • • •, in)) on T(S), which is assumed to be absolutely continuous. Let øL1() be a 
probability on T(S), which determines the initial state so and is assumed to be absolutely 
continuous. Thus a probality Y~il'...i( ; act'(i1, •••, in)) on (St+1) is derived from 
~}°'...in(•) and {Qcil'...in(• ; ac >(i1, •••, in)); v=1, •••, t}. From the assumptions each 0,T...in 

(. ; o ct'(i1, •",  i n)) has a density, then we denote it by 0,)...in( t ; o ct)(i 1, • • •, in)). Since 
every player can not take any action except the elements of feasible actions' set re
stricted by his power, we define that
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9i1)...itl~tl+l...in(~t , 0(t;(il,                                                           ••., Zn))=0 

for all  t if an observed sequence of actions 5)(1) of P—1 is not an element of Ati. 
    To avoid complexity, we treat only P-1's information about P—n's power. When 

players' grades are gi1, • • •, gin and 611(1), • • •, o in(n) are employed, the expected in
formation that P-1 obtains about Bn is defined by 

jnBn : 0(i1, •.•, in)) 

=H(0n)—Eo;i 1...., in)[H(~n 1 01, t) 1 01=gi1, •••, 0n=gin 
where 

Eo(i1..... in)CH(0n 1 01, et) 101=gi1, •••, en=gini 

is the conditional expectation of H(0,101, t) given gi1, • • •, gin with respect to the 

probability Ct),...,in(• ; o(t)(i1i •••, in)), and H(Bn101i et) is a conditional entropy of On 

given 01 and t, i. e. 

H(9,101, st)=E—Pr(Bn=gj 181, ct) log Pr(On=gj I B1, t) . 

According to the Bayes' theorem and the theorems on conditional probability, we have 

for O1=gi1 and o (t)(i1, •.•, in) 

                                    h rli(t)(~...o(t)(ii)) 
                   i_nTiljnet,1,•,n

• (12)Pr(9n=gj;y101=g,1, t)—                                         p
ini~in(~t , 5(t)(Z1, ..., in)) to 

where 

4i1in.~t, •-•7 in)) 

         _(t)/~.(t)(Z1, •.•, in)),               —u ...Eh...1.r?jit\~1,d                                   ~2~n-1112"'~r-1n                  J
2Jn-1 

which is a conditional probabilitydensity on T(St+1) when O1=gi1 and Bn=gin are 

given and 5")(i„  • • •, in) is observed. Hence we get 

(13)E~:71,.... i n; [H(0,10,, et) I Oi=gi1, •.•, B n=gini 
                               -h ~~ (t) c (t>                                      in))  

( yi~(t)(t)..)) Jn.,~lnilln( t ,0(il,,in)) 
                                            tn, 

                                        v N1n(Ji1t '. t , d (i1i ..., in 
in 

Yjn7r4,ljn(St ; (t (Z1, ..., in))                                

• c51(1,,..., in)(~t , •••, in))dct 

Therefore the expected information on 0, obtained by P-1 with respect to the grand 

strategies 5(1), • • • , 5(n) is defined by 

(14) 5(1) ••• o(n)) 

                       =E [I t)~~n ; o(Z1, •••, in))] 

=H(en)— E ••• E Pi , ••• gin 

                                          7~                           iiin •Eo(i i,..., in)CH(Bn 101, St) 1 01 g~1, •.•, Bn =gini .
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It is easy to show that Ilt'(0 ; 6(1), •••, 6(n)) is nondecreasing for t=1, 2, ••• and 

It)(fn; 5(1), •••, 6(n))H(Bn). Hence urn /1')(0; b(1), •••, o(n))=1. -)(Bn; 5(1), •••, 6(n)) 
                                                                        t-.~ 

always exists. We say that P-1 gets the full information on O„ if /1-'0, n ; o (1), • • •, 
3(n))=H(8n). We show a sufficient condition under which the full information is ob
tained. 
   THEOREM 6. If for every i1, •••, in and jn�in 

(15)limIOC"1'n(t ; O (t)(i1, •••, Zn))~i1Jn(t ; 5")(i1,in))}1v2d5t=0 
                   t-•~„st+1 

then P-1 obtains the full information on Bn. 
   PROOF. By Lemma 1 there exists a constant C>0 such that 

(E6(il...in)CH(On I O , t) 101=gi1, ••., Bn=gin] C 
1E {L r(0„=gin I O1=gi1, t)} 1/2• y't)..in(St ; (t)(Z1i ..., Zn))d~t                     St+1 jn*in 

Since
/                hi...~jin1Til)..in(t;o(t)(j1, ••., in))Cciilin($t ; 0 (t)(i1 •••, in)) , 

from (12) and (14) we obtain the conclusion. 
   Applying this theorem we can hold sufficient conditions similar as Theorem 2 and 

Theorem 3 under which the full information is obtained when the states' sequence is 
Markovian or is independent.

   3.2. Cooperation with respect to information. 

   Let K= {1, • • •, k} CN be a cooperative group. Considering the cooperation between 

the players in K, we must not treat only the strategies to be employed, but take ac

count of the information they have. Even though they cooperate each other in some 
way, they can hardly map out effective strategies without enough information about 

every player in the group. Therefore we discuss the cooperation from the viewpoint 

of information and study conditions under which the full information on the opponents 

to the cooperative group is obtained. We define that the cooperation in a group is to 

offer each other all information they have about the others and themselves. In the 

present paper the cooperation is defined to offer the information on tneir own power, 
then every player in the group knows the powers of other members. We define the 
information each of K gets about On under the cooperation as follows : for 5(1), , 5(n) 

(16) I`x"(On; 6(1), •••, 6(n)) 

=H(On)—EPCEo(i1 ....,in)CH(enI el, •••, 0k, t)l01=gi1 •.•, en=gin» , 

where 

Ed:2l.....i„>C11(en101, ..., ek, ~t)I01=gi1, ..., On=gi,l 

E {—Pr(6n=gin181=gi1, ..., ek=gik, ct) 
St T17n 

• log Pr(Bn=gi n 1 01=gi, ..., B k=gik, O” (Z1i •••, Zn))det
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and

,/'SS            —I e 1—_pjnOti)...ikjn(et;U(t)(Z1,•••,  in))       Pr(en                                              )—           —gin—gi1,',k—gik,~t— -/,(t)(t)' 
                                      Epi 01"ikl(et,(i1, ..., in)) 

where 

           (t)FS               cbti)ikln,(e•t ;V(t)(Z1,•.•, in)) 

                     E •••pjk+l...pjn-17 iT"ikjk l...jnlln(~L; V(t)(Z1, ..., in))•                     Jk+1 in-1 

By the definition each player in K obtains the same amount of information on en. 
   According to the theorems on conditional entropy we obtain 

(17) Ilt)(en; 5(1), •••, 5(n))I(A)(en; 5(1), •••, 5(n)) 

for all t=1, 2, • • •. Thus the cooperation brings each member more amount of informa
tion than he gets by himself. We show a sufficient condition under which a player in 
K can get the full information on en. 

   THEOREM 7. If for every 1.1, •••, in and jn#in 

(18) liml{(~1ii)..ikin(et• 5")(i1, •.•, Znkcb,",)..ikjn(t;5(t)(ii, •.•,in))J1/2d,t=o, 
t-.. St+1l 

then every player in K obtains the full information on On. 

   PROOF. By Lemma 1 there exists a constant C>0 such that 

Eil...in[H(en i 01, •••, e k, et) 161=gi1, ..., On= gi n] 

              C C{L r(en=gj n I e1=gi1, ..., ek=gik, et)1 1/2      — St+ljn~in

SS 

          C                                   /'S•cb ti?. in(et ;~1(t)(Z1, •••, 1n))dt                        pjn(I'i"ikin(et •(t)(ii,
•..,in)) l1/2 

                                                              } 

                  ., St+1jninPinOii?' ikjn(et ; 3(t)(Z1,•, in)) 
•~i1..•in(t ;U(t)(1, ..., Zn))det • 

Since 

ptik+l... hin 1 5il...in( t ; 5")(1.1,  ..., in))- 1). ikjn(et ; 5")(i1, •••, in)) , 

it follows  

 EPEo(i1,..., in)C11L7                            (en 161, •••, ek, et) I e1=gi 1, ..., en=gin] 

JSt+1 j E  WI) ikiat ; U ")(ii, •••, in))Cil?..ikjn(et ; o (t)(Z1, •••, Zn))1 1/2d t , 
which implies the theorem. 

   Considering Theorem 6 and Theorem 7, the inequality (15) implies (18). Thus tak
ing account of the inequality of (17), we can say that the cooperation brings every 

member of the group much more benefits than he gets by himself.
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   4. Notes and remarks. 

   We have defined optimal strategies with respect to the amount of ultimate informa

tion. However, in practical games another important problem is how soon one can 

get the maximum information on the opponents' power. Thus our next problems is 
to consider optimal strategies with respect to the time to get the maximum informa

tion. In the present game the information obtained at each time is not used to modify 

the strategies. In the next problem we also wish to consider such system that a player 

can employ the obtained information to determine his action at every time. 

   The information games can be treated from the viewpoint of learning theory. In 
the game player's object is to get information about another player, thus he learns 

some knowledge from the player. On the other hand a learning process of a teacher 

and a student can be considered as a kind of 2person cooperative information game, 

where a optimal strategy of a teacher is a optimal reinforcement to teach the student. 

Therefore learning processes might be treated as information games.
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